
Presenters: Library Board Chairperson, Sue Loveland; Library Study ad hoc Committee 

Chairperson, Linda Callahan; Library Study ad hoc Committee member, Richard Simon.

Other Participants: Library Study ad hoc Committee members, Mary Reardon Johnson, 

Annmarie Gavin; Johnson Roberts Associates Principal, Philip O’Brien; Library Director, 

Jane Cain.

The Library Board thanks our town officials for their support of the work of the Library ad 

hoc Study Committee (LahSC), including funding of an independent public building 

consultant, Johnson Roberts Associates (JRA), who is with us tonight to answer any 

questions about their report on the conditions of the town owned current library facilities 

and options for the future.  We ask that questions be held until the end of this 

presentation.

The year round residents who are volunteer members of the LSahC have diverse 

backgrounds, including education and community advocacy, financial services technology, 

corporate and public library services.   Several of the members have experience with 

municipal or corporate construction projects.

As required by its charge, the Committee will provide its recommendation tonight which 

considered:

1) the library service needs of residents, both year-round and seasonal, and visitors - now 

and for the next twenty years

2) the ‘best practices’ of other Cape towns and the standards required for significant state 
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funding

A key assumption of the Committee is that the privately operated Yarmouth Port Library will 

continue its long tradition of providing library services to a portion of Yarmouth’s library 

service population.
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In 1950, when the town's population was just 3,300, Yarmouth's private association library 

facilities exceeded the library service need and kept pace in the 1960s due to expansion of 

Yarmouth Port (YP) and the opening of the new West Yarmouth (WY) library in 1965. By 

the 1970s population growth had outstripped the need, even with expansion of both South 

Yarmouth (SY) and WY. The final expansion of SY in 1990s was far too modest to catch up 

to Yarmouth’s meteoric population surge.

Swamped by the public need, the three associations requested municipal support in the 

1990s.  This led to the creation of the Library Board, appointment of a certified full-time 

Library Director overseeing the three locations, paid membership in the Cape Libraries 

Automated Materials Sharing (CLAMS) network and facilities staffed by municipal 

employees, in addition to many dedicated volunteers.

As Yarmouth’s population approached 25,000 in the late 1990s,  bullish long-term 

population projections were touted*. It was estimated that Yarmouth needed ~36,000 sf of 

library space to meet the expected growth. At this time the Mass Board of Library 

Commissioners (MBLC) was funding a high level of library construction grants with 12 of 

the 143 grants going to libraries in the CLAMs network; it was thought Yarmouth’s 

prospects for funding in the 2000-2005 grant round were very high.  Although unanimously 

approved at town meeting in 2004 (Article 24 and Article 26),  the new library initiative 

suffered a narrow ballot defeat a a few weeks later and was not revived.

As subsequent economic downturns (dot.com bubble, Great Recession) rippled through 
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the nation, Cape Cod’s population projections were revised down, but a significant gap 

(~16,000 sf) between library facility capacity and need remains.

* Source: Prof James C. O'Connell PhD, author of Becoming Cape Cod : Creating a Seaside 

Resort c2003, former Economic Development 

Officer of the Cape Cod Commission.   http://www.bu.edu/cityplanning/faculty/faculty-

profiles/oconnell/
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The level of library services required boils down to a matrix formula based on the size of 

the library service population that drives calculations for the size of the collection (books, 

DVDs, etc.), seating, program space,  staffing and  the essential ‘behind the curtain -

unassigned’ space for building entry, restrooms, heating and cooling equipment, network 

and janitorial closets, etc.

For resort & retirement communities like Yarmouth, the calculation of service population is 

especially important since there are multiple constituents of the library including year-

round residents, snow-bird and seasonal home owners, and visitors from other towns in 

MA, the US and overseas.

The availability of far better original source and reliable syndicated data now makes it 

possible to generate very granular insights into the questions the Committee, town officials 

and voters would have about any proposed library facility recommendation. 

For example, the Committee used data from: CLAMs card holders and collections –

including Yarmouth and all C&I towns (except Sandwich), state library summary statistics 

(LIBpas, grant funding), US Census, U MASS Donahue Institute, assessor data, Library 

Building Program documents from multiple MA towns, Pew Research on library topics, 

National Citizen Surveys for other MA towns and on and on….

So what did all the data show about Yarmouth’s situation?
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1) Yarmouth residents, like other Cape towns, have high rates of reading and library usage 

(est. 75%), shifting patronage to libraries which have larger collections and longer hours.  

Yarmouth’s peak summer use increases ~35%, comparable to Falmouth, but well below 

towns with a majority of seasonal homes like Dennis (~70% during summer peak) and 

the Outer Cape (~85% summer peak).  Yarmouth census tracts south of Route 28 also 

have a majority of seasonal homes (~53%), while tracts north of Route 28 are 

predominately year-round residents (~20% seasonal).

2) Yarmouth’s resident population is projected to decline by ~9% to ~21,800 by 2035. The 

loss of ~2,000 working-age adults accounts for the bulk of the decrease. Fewer homes 

occupied for this working age adult population is expected to raise the percentage of 

seasonal homes and peak library summer use.  

The rising adoption rate for streaming video services (85%)  and smartphones with 

unlimited data plans (75%) are two technologies projected to lead to decreased demand 

for physical DVDs, magazines, newspapers and public access computers but not print 

books. Ebook adoption appears to have plateaued and is expected to remain a niche 

service (~6% Ebook only). 

3) In response to population growth at the end of the 20th century, almost every other Cape 

town has enhanced its library services, taking advantage of MBLC and private benefactor 

funding to modernize and expand their library facilities.  Yarmouth is the only town in the 

CLAMs  network that has not expanded. 

To give you a visual I’ve brought a carpet and ceramic tile tonight.  On the Cape, the 

average CLAMS  library is the ceramic tile per year-round resident  (~1.75 sf per person).   

Towns with higher peak summer activity have relatively larger libraries for all their 

constituents – the Outer Cape averages more than even the carpet tile (~4.5 sf per 

person), with the Lower Cape and Dennis in the zone between the carpet tile and 

ceramic tile.   Most towns from Yarmouth to the Canal, which have less seasonal housing 

and lower peak summer activity, are slightly smaller than the ceramic tile (~1.5 sf).  This 

9” red square is Yarmouth’s current footprint, including YP, WY and SY.   Only Sandwich 

(member of Old Colony Library network)  is in the same quandary as Yarmouth – their 

2011 new library proposal to move out of the ‘red zone’ seems to be stalled.

4) Other factors 

a) proximity of library services to the town’s resident population geo-center 

(near Transfer Station, adjacent park and Senior Center), 

b) storm surge water inundation risk,

c) library use and satisfaction as a component of Yarmouth’s ‘livability’, and

d) the challenge of change.

5) Library services though-out Cape Cod are a very small (~1%) percentage of a town’s 

budget, so impacts would be relatively modest in relation to other municipal services. 
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Yarmouth is fortunate to have the services of Johnson Roberts Associates, who were 

selected ahead of four other qualified candidates. JRA has designed 39 state library 

projects (including Brewster and Mashpee) and helped many more towns with successful 

MBLC library construction grant applications. JRA is represented tonight by Philip O’Brien, 

a Principal of the firm. Phil has over 30 years' experience designing public buildings in 

Massachusetts and New England, with a focus on Public Library design. 

JRA was given access to (4) prior Yarmouth library facilities studies, as well as the most 

recent version of the town’s 110 page Library Building Program document (LBP).   The 

recently updated LBP included the current and projected library service population for 

Yarmouth’s municipal facilities (~21,600) along with detailed calculations for the space to 

house the required collection (books, audio and video), seating (general and computer), 

staff and program space for this service population.  

JRA completed on-site inspection of the town-owned library facilities and presented their 

findings with options to meet the projected needs of the library service population in a 

report submitted earlier this spring.

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1sH7P-0_N2LpFtK5G3esFidgnzLG8gHMY/view?usp=sharing

JRA’s 78 page report affirmed that the calculations used in the Yarmouth LBP were 

appropriate for the projected service population and concluded the best option for 

Yarmouth was to replace the two existing town libraries with a new 26,000 sf  facility 

(option #4) . 
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In large part this was driven by the economics of the options.  A single library would be the

1) most cost-effective with the highest likelihood for state funding, with the

2) best ongoing operational efficiency, 

3) least short-term public service disruption, and have

4) superior long-term community convenience.   

The next best option in terms of capital cost (#3 expand WY & renovate SY), would effectively 

shift ~70% of Yarmouth’s library services to the south-west corner of the town, away from 

the bulk of the town’s library service population.   In addition, a 2004 Risk and Vulnerability 

Assessment Map prepared for the Cape Cod Commission listed WY as a critical facility in the 

“Sea, Lake, and Overland Surges from Hurricanes” (SLOSH) zone (risk of water inundation 

during a hurricane).   Source: 

http://www.capecodcommission.org/resources/coastalresources/YarmouthPDM.pdf

JRA believes options to expand the existing SY facility would be far less likely to gain state 

funding due in part to extra costs to mitigate legacy building code issues.

JRA’s financial analysis of the options is based on their extensive past experience with 

municipal library projects and includes 35% for contingencies for option #4 (4 year inflation -

$2.8m, site acquisition - $1.0m, and other $0.7m).   Their analysis does not include any 

offsets gained by re-purposing the existing facilities.

The estimated sources of funding calculated by the LSahC shown at the bottom of the table 

illustrates the importance of state grants and private benefactors, especially for options 

including SY.
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Initial committee sentiment favored renovation/expansion of existing ‘village’ facilities.   

However, the data is so compelling, the final unanimous committee sentiment is in support 

of a single cost-effective, efficient facility to replace SY and WY in combination with the 

existing private Yarmouth Port library. 

The Next Steps may be presumptuous, but the timeline to optimize the financial benefits of 

substantial state funding is short.  The lessons of the 2004 library expansion initiative were 

clear – engaging broad based community support early in the process is essential.   

In that context, the Committee recommends the town officials give serious consideration 

to implement  and fund the activities listed on the slide so Yarmouth will be in a position to 

be a front runner for  the next round of state grants. The advantage of leveraging MBLC 

grants can’t be under appreciated – funding almost half of mandated public building  

‘prevailing wage’ projects makes a library one of the best buys for any town. Most Cape 

towns in the CLAMS network (11 of 14) have benefited from this – with the exception of 

Barnstable and Dennis whose new libraries were funded exclusively by private benefactors 

and/or town debt, and Yarmouth.

The information package provides the visuals and data to solicit meaningful community and 

prospective donor input - to review, discuss and refine where we are, where we want to go, 

and how we’ll get there.  Not only does it give the community a tangible proposal to focus 

the conversation, but preparing an information package will further distill the many factors 

that impact a town’s effective cost of a library construction project including:
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1) library service population – year-round residents, non-resident taxpayers 

(snowbirds & seasonal), and visitors.

2) library service quality level such as per capita collection size (basic, moderate, 

enhanced, excellent), 

3) library service density factors such as shelving height or space per seat (basic, 

middle, optimal),

4) building design factors (foundation type, number of floors, wall height and type –

masonry or wood/steel), 

5) building quality level (average, good, best), 

6) whether there is an available town-owed building site and if there are site issues 

that need to be mitigated, 

7) whether disaster recovery and/or environmental enhancements (e.g. ‘green 

energy’) are included, and 

8) whether the project is eligible for a  MBLC construction grant.

The Committee was impressed by the recent example of the Eastham library building 

leadership to engage ALL community interest groups (civic, business, educational, service, 

ethnic, fraternal, religious, union, donor & other organizations) and  to garner ~ $1 million in 

private donations for a new 19,000 sf library ($6.9m) in a town five times smaller than 

Yarmouth.   Eastham’s project faced initial skeptics, but since the library opened in 2016, it 

has been a source of tremendous community pride  and was an important emergency 

response resource during 2018 winter storms.

This gives hope that the lessons from other library ballot campaigns that came up just a few 

votes short (Yarmouth 2004, Sandwich 2011) encourages the resilience to overcome today’s 

skeptics.
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Let’s recap:

1) Swamped by the town’s population surge at the end of the 20th century, facilities built 

by Yarmouth’s private library associations could not keep pace with community growth 

since the 1970s and require a significant change from the status quo to overcome the 

16,000 sf shortfall that exists today and for the foreseeable future.

2) Other Cape towns have addressed their population growth-driven library space 

shortfall, most using state grants to expand their facilities, with relatively low impact on 

town finances. Towns with similar proportions of seasonal homes have three times the 

collection size, double the staff and more than double the facility size on a per capita 

basis.

3) Replacing the existing town-owned facilities (SY & WY) with a new 26,000 sf facility 

appears to be the most cost-effective, efficient  way to close Yarmouth’s gap with the 

added benefits of less short-term library service disruption (no move to interim facility 

during construction), improved public convenience (combining collection, seating, 

computers, hours open) and improved storm surge risk mitigation if sited on higher 

ground.

4) Preparing a  community information package will further distill the many factors that 

impact a town’s effective cost of a library construction project.

5) Time is our enemy – inflation trends favor swift action, starting with assembling a team 
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to solicit meaningful input from the community and prospective donors using (and 

improving) the information package.

Questions? 
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